Join us on the Homewood campus for a celebration of trans+ realities and possibilities through art, literature, criticism, and activism.

Expanding Genders brings us together for

- a roundtable with Ann Marie Brokmeier (The Growth Center: A Feminist Counseling Collective); Iya Dammons (founder of Safe Haven); Isaiah Lawrence (founder of Black Trans Visions and trans health educator for Mosaic); Randall Leonard (founder of ENBY Consulting); and Emily Scott (pastor at St. Mark’s Lutheran Church and Dreams and Visions);
- Trans Utopia with works from artists and authors articulating visions for a trans+ oriented reality;
- a Closing Talk with Erin Reed (journalist, creator of Erin in the Morning)

and to socialize, create connections, and just meet each other.

Register using QR code or bit.ly/3T400Rd
Contact trans-versity@jh.edu w/ questions